
710 Coils Enail kit 
Care & Setup Guide 

 
Congrats on scoring the 710 Coils Enail kit. We want to make sure you have the best 
experience possible. Below is info on how to attach the clips and how to find your ideal 
temp range 
 
Setup:  Attaching the clip 
 
Your kit comes with one standard clip in the coil bag and a set of 5 assorted sizes in a 
separate bag. You can use the single clip or select a size you. The clip just needs to be 
snug and does not need to be super tight, since the friction will keep it in place 
 
1: Take the coil and banger and put the banger inside the coil, make sure the coil arm is 
on the right side of the banger neck and should match the below pictures 
2: Take the clip you chose and attach it to the coil arm, make sure the clip is facing the 
same as the first picture below (Picture 2) 
3: Flip the clip over the neck of the banger and attach to the coil arm. You can also cross 
the hooks to give a snugger fit (Picture 4) 
 

 
How to find your ideal temp range 



 
 
 
When you first turn the controller on it will be set to 420 degrees Fahrenheit.  
This the temp you will initially work from  
 
Start out taking small dabs and follow the below 
 
If it’s hot on the back of your throat: 
Lower the temp 10 or more degrees depending on how hot it was and once the temp 
has adjusted. Try another dab. You will continue to do this until you start to get flavor 
and no throat irritation. Once you are at this point, you will do smaller temp 
adjustments until you feel you have hit your ideal temp. You will know as it will have no 
throat irritation and lots of vapor along with flavor 
 
If it’s wispy and not producing much vapor: 
Raise the temp 10 or more degrees depending on how wispy it was and once the temp 
has adjusted. Try another dab. You will continue to do this until you start to get flavor 
with no throat irritation. Once you are at this point, you will do smaller temp 
adjustments until you feel you have hit your ideal temp. You will know as it will have no 
throat irritation and lots of vapor along with flavor 
 
Once you have found the above you are now ready to dab as big as you like and you 
should only mess with the coil and banger when they are completely cooled down.  
 
 
Here are some things you can add to your kit 
 
Extra bangers, it’s always good to have a few spare bangers 
More clips, you never can have enough =) 
Different size coils, our coils come in 25 and 30mm standard and deep dish 
Pearls and inserts, Pearls can help spread your dab out to help with vaporization 
Inserts are great for keeping your banger clean and are super easy to clean. Just drop 
them in ISO after use 
Ball cap or spinner cap, if you want your pearls to spin. You will need a spinner cap 
 
 

We truly hope you enjoy your new gear! Please do not hesitate to hit us up with any 
questions. 
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